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Students ‘dodge, duck, dip and dive’
for testicular cancer awareness

“It’s a team thing. We need
to raise awareness about
testicular cancer,”
- Nathan Mauland, mass
communications junior

Students at MSUM played dodgeball to raise
awareness for testicular cancer last Thursday.
Wellness Educators hosted the event, “Be
Besties with Your Testes” for the second straight
year. More than 80 students comprised 12
teams and partcipated in the single elimination
tournament. Each year, several breast cancer
awareness events take place which prompted
the Wellness Educators to start an event for
testicular cancer. Participants received a free
T-shirt as well information on how to perform
self tests. More than 300 men die from testicular
cancer each year.

BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Josh Vaughan, business administration sophomore and guard for the Dragon men’s basketball team, participated in dodgeball tournament Jan. 30. Vaughan was a member of the winning team.

Students pose questions to graduate, law school panel
MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettma@mnstate.edu

MARIE VEILLETTE • veillettma@mnstate.edu

Four panelists share their advice with students. The panelists from left to right
are Steve Bolduc, Jena Bottrell, Joseph Bottrell and Tracy Gompf.

The graduate and law school panel held in
the CMU last Friday had a wealth of advice and
personal experiences to offer.
The panel consisted of 4 people; each one
having a strong connection to MSUM. Professor
Steve Bolduc of the Economics department, who
holds a Ph.D in his field, offered his advice on
graduate school. Also a professor at MSUM,
Tracy Gompf of the Paralegal department was
present to offer his experience with law school.
Complementing the two professors, two
alumni of the University, Jena and Joseph
Bottrell provided their advice and shared their
experience of graduate school and law school
respectively. Jena currently works at Cargill in

Minneapolis after graduating with her master’s
degree in agricultural and applied economics
from Purdue University. Joseph is currently
attending law school at St. Thomas University.
All four had useful information to share,
covering everything from when to begin the
application process to how to survive the
challenges graduate and law school pose.
There was discussion on the application
process itself. All four panelists agreed that
the sooner an interested student begins the
application process, the better. The timeline
for the whole process was about a year, though
Gompf stressed that it can be done in a shorter
amount of time if a student is committed to
applying.
When applying, students have to take into
LAW PANEL, BACK PAGE
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ampus
alendar

2.4 - 2.9

Dragon Frost Week
2.4

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
How to get an
Internship, MA 164
No classes or events
after 6 p.m.

2.5

3 - 5 p.m. “Here’s the
Scoop” Ice Cream
Social
7:30 - 9 p.m. Jared
Sherlock, Hansen

2.7

2.8

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Drop-in
Resume
Reviews FR 151
9 p.m. DragonFrost
dance, Ballroom
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Security Update

World News

MSUM Briefs

Groundhog predicts six more
weeks of winter
It looks like Punxsutawney Phil
and the Polar Vortex are in cahoots.
The beloved groundhog came out of
hiding in Gobbler’s Knob and saw
his shadow, which forecasts another
six weeks of winter. Considering that
the National Weather Service has
issued storm warnings for six states,
including Texas, Punxsutawney Phil
is probably unfortunately accurate.

Adah to guest edit journal
Intellect books has invited
Dr. Anthony Adah of the CADT
Department to guest edit an issue
of “The International Journal
of Media and Cultural Politics
(MCP).” The theme of the
summer 2014 issue is Indigenous
film and media. Intellect is a
UK-based publishing company
dedicated to the fields of creative
practice and popular culture.

Volcano in Indonesia kills 16
A volcano eruption in Indonesia
on Saturday claimed the lives of
at least 16 people. The eruption,
which unleashed clouds of deadly
gas, came only a day after villagers
who fled from earlier eruptions had
returned home. Among the dead
are four high schoolers, who had
been on a school trip to see the
volcano, and a local journalist. Lava
and pyroclastic flows from Mount
Sinaberg were sent surging down
southern slopes, up to 2.8 miles
away. More than 30,000 people
have been evacuated from the area.

MSUM Dragon Athletics offers
new app
The MSUM Dragon Athletics
Department is excited to offer
fans and supporters a simple
and easy way to get everything
Dragons on their mobile devices
through a new application which
is available now on the Apple
App Store, Google Play, and
Amazon Marketplace.
The DRAGONS app features
up to the minute news updates,
a full schedule with the ability
to add events directly into a
calendar, past event information
to check on recent games, social
media feeds, every form of live
media coverage offered, and
much more.
Every sport is also listed in
the app for easy access to sportspecific
schedules,
rosters,
and news. It also allows the
department the ability to send
push notifications to app users
who want score updates and
event information.

Manning wins MVP
Regardless of the Super Bowl
outcome, Peyton Manning has got
at least one major win in the bag. On
Saturday, Manning was named the
NFL’s Most Valuable Player for the
fifth time, which is two more than
any player in history. He received
49 votes from the Associated Press’
panel of 50 members. New England
Patriots’ quarterback Tom Brady
received the only other. This past
season, Manning broke the singleseason passing records with 5,477
yards and 55 touchdowns. He is also
now the only player to win the MVP
award with two different teams. He
also won Offensive Player of the
Year.
Schell dead at 83
Maximilian Schell, an Austrianborn actor, has died at the age of
83. His agent, Patricia Bambauer,
says that Schell died overnight on
Saturday at a hospital in Innsbruck
following a “sudden and serious
illness.” Schell was once a fugitive
from Hitler, making the role for
which he won an Oscar—playing
an attorney defending four Nazi
judges in Stanley Kramer’s
“Judgment at Nuremberg”—all the
more poignant. Schell later worked
as a director, notably for the 1984
documentary, “Marlene.”
Professor livetweets emergency
landing
On Friday, one professor aboard
a United flight decided to livetweet
when his plane made an emergency
landing. Shashi Bellamkonda was
on a flight from Washington D.C. to
Boston when smoke started coming
out of the cabin’s vents. When the
captain announced an emergency
landing, because air pressure had
dropped,
the plane’s oxygen
masks dropped and Bellamkonda
snapped a selfie and began tweeting.
Thankfully, the plane made a
safe landing at a small airport in
Delaware.
World news from dailybeast.com

SOC interviews are this week
Student Orientation Counselor
interviews start this week.
Apply online at Dragon Jobs.
If you have questions about the
position stop into the First Year
Programs office, CMU 222 or
call 218-477-2601 or email
firstyearprograms@mnstate.edu.
Students can register now for
Job Fair
Pre-registration
for
the
Minnesota State Universities
Job Fair is strongly encouraged.
Students who pre-register pay
$20 early bird registration rate.
Interested students can log in
to DragonJobs to register. The
deadline to pre-register is Friday
at 4 p.m. You may register at the
door for $30.
A bus will depart from Flora
Frick at 4:45 a.m. and return to
Moorhead at the conclusion of
the fair. Space is limited and cost
is $10.
Interested students can contact
the Career Development Center
with any questions.
Kise meal plan deal ends soon
The chance to purchase
discounted Kise meals plans is
ending soon. The final deadline
to purchase is Feb. 14.
Founders Scholarship Gala
scheduled for Valentine’s Day
This
year’s
Founders
Scholarship Gala is Friday,
Feb. 14 in the CMU Ballroom.

Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
1.24
Noise complaint in Ballard,
four warnings given
Alcohol violation in Grantham,
five cited by Moorhead Police
Department for Minor
Consuming and referred to
Campus Judicial
1.25
Medical in the CA, refused
transport by FM Ambulance
Driving complaint at stop sign
on 14th Street by bus stopMoorhead Police
Department arrested one nonstudent for DWI
Suspicious
person
Grantham, identified
warned for behavior

in
and

Assisted Residential Life
Staff in Dahl, one referred to
Campus Judicial for refusal to
obey directions
1.26
Marijuana odor in South Snarr,
third warned
Unsecured door on vehicle
in G-10 Lot, unable to reach
owner- vehicle secured

Noise complaint in Nelson, one
warned
1.27
Smoking violation on north
side of CMU, one referred to
Campus Judicial
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
G-11 lot for outstanding tickets
1.28
Suspicious vehicle on campus
sidewalk, unable to make
contact
Motor vehicle crash in G-7 Lot
1.29
Noise complaint
unfounded

in

Dahl,

1.30
Suspicious person in Wellness,
unable to locate
Medical
outside
Hendrix,
refused
FM
Ambulance,
escorted back to residence hall
Fire in John Neumaier, burnt
materials in microwave –Public
Safety extinguished fire and
Moorhead Fire Department
responded for ventilation

Safety Tip of the week

Harassing phone calls
Anyone can be the victim of harassing, annoying, obscene
or threatening telephone calls. Most calls can be prevented or
avoided by using some simple techniques to decrease the potential
for victimization such as: 1) Hang up on unwanted calls as soon
as you realize the nature of the call. Note: Don’t try to find out
who the call is from, even if you think the caller is just a friend
playing a joke. 2) Do not engage in conversation or provide any
personal information about yourself or other residents. 3) Avoid
saying that you are not home on outgoing messages. 4) Contact
your cell phone service provider. Most carriers can assist you
with harassing phone calls. 5) Should calls persist, report to the
appropriate authorities. Note: When reporting, maintain a log in
which you record the date and time each call is received, exactly
what the caller said and a description of the caller’s voice (young,
old, hoarse, accent, background noises, etc.)
To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449

125th Anniversary Token Hunt
Vicki Haverkamp found this month’s token on the side of a
heater in Maclean.

MSUM Advocate Hiring!
The MSUM Advocate is hiring for the positions of Advertising
Manager and Copy Editor. Send resumes and cover letters to
Advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate is accepting applications
until Feb. 7 or until positions are filled.
Proceeds from the evening
support students receiving
the Founders Scholarship and
ensure the continuation of this
scholarship program.
This year’s recipents come
from various departments and
will be recognized at the gala.
The evening will also include
an elegant dinner and dessert,

silent auction, cash bar by
Speak Easy, mystery wine
sale, and music by The Front
Fenders. Guests will also hear
from our Founders Scholarship
recipients and special guest
speaker, Mark J. Lindquist,
an MSUM student, actor and
public speaker.

MSUM briefs from Dragon Digest and submitted at advocate@mnstate.edu
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Brogden’s going to Hollywood
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

Music industry freshman, Andrina Brogden, is going to Hollywood! For the past few weeks,
rumors of the freshman’s involvement on the hit TV show, “American Idol” have been flying.
After last Thursday’s episode, all rumors have been confirmed.
Standing in the tiny room, waiting for the light to turn green, Brogden was nervous.
When expressing her feelings about her experience, she couldn’t seem to say “it didn’t seem
real” enough times, especially having the opportunity to stand in front of three famous stars.

Andrina Brogden auditioned for American Idol last August in Omaha, Neb.

Brogden sang her own redition of Beyonce’s “Halo,” which the judges felt showed her “more
than above average” voice well, even though she was quite nervous. Despite liking her overall,
she still got some mixed reviews from the judges, as they all seemed to wonder if her voice was
actually Idol worthy. Fortunately for Brogden, Keith Urban believed in her, saying that she has
growing to do because she is from a small town.
Brogden is greatful for their honesty.
“It was criticism that I needed to hear,” she said.
Brodgen had been dreaming about auditioning for Idol for years. She has her mom to thank
for finally giving her the push she needed to go.
“She said, ‘We’re going,’” Brogden said.
The trip to Omaha was a not an easy one. According to Brodgen, she spent
the entire trip filled with anxiety, but her family was there to comfort her, and
she filled the time practicing.
Once arriving in Omaha, Brogden said she was astonished by the amount
of people there, but she was quick to make friends.
“I met some cool people in line,” she said.
Even though she was nervous, Brogden is ectatic that she saw the
opportunity and took it and encourages her fellow Dragons to take chances
when they can.
“Follow your dreams,” she said.

Photo courtesy of Michael Becker
FOX. © Copyright 2013 FOX Broadcasting Co.

Student organizations
hold subculture-themed
carnival
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

MSUM is home to a vast number of student
organizations. This past week, a handful of
them came together to help raise funds to
support their own convention of sorts in March.
The Anime Club, Gamer Club, Dragon Den
Comics and the Fantasy Guild collaborated on
Wednesday to throw a carnival.
Junior Chrissy Torgenson, an art major, has
great involvement in all four of the clubs and
was very happy with the turn out.
“We had more people than we expected,” she
said.
Complete with characatures, pieing the group
leaders in the face, and other carnival-themed
games, the event was fun-packed. Of course,
they added their own special twist onto the
games.
“One of the most popular was a Zelda themed
jar smash,” Torgenson said. “People could
smash a jar and win a rupee, like in the video
game.”
The carnival was raising funds for an event
called Moarcon. Similar to the popular ComicCon, this convention is lead by these four
groups and held in the CMU.
“It is day long convention where students and
the community come to gather and enjoy the
subcultures we represent,” Torgenson said.
According to Torgenson, Moarcon will
include panels where people can speak and
give demonstrations, as well as games and
other events, such as a silent auction, an artist
alley, all day gaming and a massive video game
tournament.
“Members of the groups work the con and receive
money from it to support their club and promote

themselves for more members,” Torgenson said.
At Moarcon, the four clubs will spend the day
raising money for a specific charity throughout
the day as well.
Moarcon will be on Mar. 8 from 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. in the CMU and is open to the public.

BEN GUMERINGER •guneringbe@mnstate.edu

Physics sophomore John Ragan partakes in one of the
most popular events at the carnival, a “Legand of Zelda”
themed pot smash.
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Dragons unite at the Wellness Center for group fitness
BY KRISTIN MILLER
millerkr@mnstate.edu

For students beginning fresh on
New Year’s resolutions or looking
for new ways to add physical
activity into their lives, group
fitness classes provide a departure
from endless treadmill miles or for
those in a gym routine rut.
“The growing interest in health
and fitness in our culture has been
a good influence,” said Kjersti
Maday, MSUM junior and group
fitness participant who recently
went through training to become
a Body Pump instructor. Maday
said that when making the decision
to get certified, “I had a lot of
encouragement from the instructors
at MSUM.”
The Russell and Ann Gerdin
Wellness Center offers students a
variety of group fitness options.
Classes are held each day, adding
up to 40 classes per week. With start
times ranging from 7 a.m. to 8:15
p.m., the group fitness schedule
is designed to accommodate busy
students.
“We gear it towards them,” said
Charmaine English, coordinator
of fitness and special programs at
the Wellness Center. English said
they’ve tried to create a schedule
of the classes students want, when
they want them.
Classes at the center include

familiar favorites like yoga and
Pilates and new, intriguing options
like Spinsanity, Ab Attack and
Butts & Gutts.
“Body Pump, for sure,” said
Maday when asked her favorite
group fitness class. “It’s always a
fun environment.”
Ashley Van Beek, MSUM junior
who has worked at the Wellness
Center for more than two years says
that she hears positive reactions
from students who participate in
group fitness.
“The classes give them the
opportunity to work out with a
friend or a group of friends,” Van
Beek said, adding that she has gone
to group fitness classes herself. “It
is so much fun and a really good
workout.”
MSUM junior Tressa Theis
hadn’t tried group fitness before
coming to college, and has
participated in both Spinsanity
and yoga classes on campus.
She appreciates the welcoming
environment for beginners, and
the instructors’ directions when
jumping into an unfamiliar
exercise.
“She really explained the
proper form,” Theis said about her
Spinsanity instructor. “She’ll push
you, but it’s worth it.”
According to English, Zumba,
yoga and Body Pump see the
biggest turnout.

BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Women participate in a Body Pump class at the Wellness Center on Friday.

You don’t have to be an expert
to try out a new group fitness class.
Participants of all skill levels and
experience are welcome.
“Any student can come,” Maday
said. “We’re trained to teach
beginners.”
English agreed: “All group
exercise instructors, all good ones,
know modifications.”
These modifications come in a
variety of forms, such as lighter
weights or different forms of
moves taught in class. Instructors
accommodate participants who
may not be familiar with proper
form or not ready to tackle heavy
weights.
Both Maday and English enjoy
group fitness for its motivational

qualities. “What I like is that
everyone is encouraging,” Maday
said. “Everyone has their own
fitness goals, but you realize that
you’re all there for the same thing.”
“Working out on your own can be
really boring and blah sometimes,”
English said, adding that what
makes group fitness different is,
“the accountability factor. It’s the
fun factor.”
For students on a budget, all
group fitness classes are covered
in the fees students pay to keep the
Wellness Center open.
“It ends up being about $20 per
month,” said English, pointing out
the difficulty of finding another
fitness venue that provides similar
services for a comparable price.

English encourages students to
get involved with the Wellness
Center and suggests an easy way
to do so right around the corner.
One of the most popular classes
is about to be celebrated in a big
way. There are no dates set yet,
but be on the lookout for a Zumba
event in February. Students will
be entered to win free gear for
each Zumba class they attend, with
a drawing taking place later in
month.
More information about the
Wellness Center can be found on
their page on MSUM’s website,
and for all the latest check out their
page on Facebook.

DragonFrost takes on new theme
BY ALISON SMITH
smithal@mnstate.edu

The homecoming committee
hopes to add some excitement to
those “winter blahs” this week
with both campus and community
involvement at the annual
DragonFrost.
“It’s really cold and miserable
outside. It’s kind of a nice way to
still be excited about school, to not
feel that winter drag,” said Jaclyn
Ellwein, community outreach
coordinator for DragonFrost and
public relations and advertising
senior.
“Our whole basis is to get the

entire campus and school population
pumped up about being a Dragon,”
Ellwein said. “MSUM pride.”
Highlighted events include
illusionist Jared Sherlock, a
Volunteer and Service Fair and
free soup feed in the CMU and a
bake sale and carnival put on by
student organizations. The events
are open to students, faculty and the
community.
Last year’s DragonFrost included
a GoPink cancer awareness theme,
while this year’s theme revolves
around the color orange to represent
bone marrow donations.
Individuals will be able to learn
more about bone marrow donations

through an education speakers’
panel and also have an opportunity
to register for donation.
A faculty member brought up the
subject of bone marrow donations
after receiving a transplant herself
in hopes to educate others and
possibly inspire them to donate.
“It is really no different than
giving plasma,” Ellwein said.
“You’re saving lives.”
And let’s not forget about
coronation on Friday following the
men’s basketball game in Nemzek.
Individuals can vote for Snow
Court online by clicking the “Vote
for Snow Court” button at mnstate.
edu/homecoming.

Snow Court
Laura Cramer, public relations sophomore
Justine Sponder, graphic design and public relations freshman
Marie Rupiper, elementary education sophomore
Matty Rezac, criminal justice freshman
Nika Kingdon, elementary education freshman
Ryan Bennek, public relations sophomore
Dominic Paczkowski, music industry sophomore
Mike Waltz, art freshman
Peter Olson, elementary education and social work freshman
Alex Olson, math sophomore

Schedule of Events
Tuesday

Volunteer & Service Fair, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., CMU Ballroom
Soup feed, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., CMU Ballroom

Wednesday

Ice Cream Social, 3 p.m., CMU Main Lounge
Jared Sherlock, Illusionist, 7:30 p.m., Hansen Theatre

Thursday

Residence Hall Challenge - Snow Fort Building contest
Bone Marrow Registry, 5 to 9 p.m., CMU Ballroom
Education Speakers Panel, 7 p.m., CMU Ballroom
Battleship, 9 p.m., Nemzek Pool

Friday

Office decorating judging, noon, campus-wide
Pizza Party, 5:30 p.m., Nemzek Fieldhouse
Go Pink Silent Auction, 5:30 p.m., Nemzek
Go Pink/Orange with Dragons:
Acro Lites & Acro II teams half time performance
Games Galore inflatable games
Royalty Coronation, immediately following men’s game, Nemzek

Saturday

Student Org. Bake Sale & Community Carnival, 1 to 3 p.m., Nemzek
Open Swim for the Community, 1 to 3 p.m., Nemzek
DJ Dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., CMU Ballroom
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Alumni grow ‘culture of appreciation’ with CSA business
BY ALISON SMITH
smithal@mnstate.edu

Q&A with Hannah Sargent of Forager Farm

Hannah Sargent and Jonathon Moser are in the business of growth.
Both MSUM alumni, Sargent, a 2012 mass communications graduate
and Moser, a 2009 accounting graduate, are using their degrees along
with their love for the land to provide quality produce to community
members in the surrounding areas.
Forager Farm, a community supported agriculture (CSA) business
in Windsor, N.D., started last year. Sargent and Moser are looking to
provide fresh, high-quality vegetables while educating individuals on
where their food comes from.
Sargent describes the CSA process as, “a fancy way of saying that
you subscribe to a farm, much like you would subscribe to a magazine.”
The “subscription” requires an up-front payment and results in fresh
vegetables delivered every week for 16 to 18 weeks. “You get seasonal,
local food at a lower cost than the grocery store while also supporting
a small, local farm,” Sargent said.
Vegetables include but aren’t limited to: tomatoes, peppers, onions,
garlic, potatoes, carrots, lettuce, kale, broccoli, squash, beets, sweet
corn, etc. Members are able to choose between three sizes of produce
boxes to accomodate their own vegetable eating needs.

What is the mission of Forager Farm?

We feel we are in the business of growing a culture of appreciation.
We believe people should have a relationship with their food; one that
gives back to both them and the land. Members are supporting the idea
of knowing where their food comes from and being able to shake the
hand that feeds them.
We live on some of the most fertile land in the world and believe
our communities should eat locally grown food, not garlic shipped
from China or peppers from Mexico. It’s about food, but it’s also
about ideals.

CSA Process
according to Hannah
1. Individuals can sign up
to be a member of Forager
Farm and will start to receive
his or her vegetable share in
mid-June.
2. Members support local
food and local business by
paying their share directly to
the farmers at the beginning
of the growing season.
Getting payment up front and
the support of local people
helps small farms to survive.
3. The farmers use the
money to buy seeds and
equipment and get food
growing.
4. Once the food is ready
for harvest, it is packed into
boxes and delivered to a
local collection point where
members pick up their share.
Submitted from Golden Veil Photography

Hannah Sargent and Jonathon Moser pose in their garden.

What started the business?

The biggest catalyst for us was food. We care about where our food
comes from and understanding what it takes to get from the farm to
our table. We enjoy food, and we enjoy growing it.
Our experience in Australia (managing a similar vegetable operation)
really solidified with us that this is what we want to do this is what
feels right.

How have you incorporated what you’ve learned into the
way your business is currently run?

When starting a business of any kind, especially farming, any
experience you have is put to use.
We really learn and gain knowledge by doing. You can read as many
books as you want on farming and learn tremendous amounts, but not
until you put it into practice do you see the benefit. Australia showed
us what works and what doesn’t.

How do you use educational background to help run your
business?

We both use our degrees tremendously; with my experience in
graphic design and web design, I was able to create our website,
Facebook and entire marketing plan (posters, brochures, etc).
Jonathon’s accounting experience allows us to handle the
bookkeeping and tax requirements of the business. He is able to track
our business progress to help ensure our business succeeds.

Do you feel you’re getting into a profitable market?

Yes, but the CSA concept of purchasing directly from the farmer is
uncommon to some community members. The idea is different than
going to the supermarket, so there is a level of education needed in
breaking into the local markets.
We believe this model produces a higher quality product due to the
freshness and the farming methods used.

Why would people be interested in purchasing a share
when they could grow their own garden?

We’re not suggesting that people do. However, many people don’t
have time or space to grow and tend to their own garden. We fully
support anyone who wants to “grow their own.”
We feel we are the next best thing, growing and delivering local
vegetables.

Even though you’re located near Jamestown, are
individuals in the F-M area able to receive shares?

Yes, we will be delivering to Fargo-Moorhead, Jamestown,
Bismarck-Mandan and surrounding areas. Any members signing
up now will be able to help us decide our collection points in each
location.
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We are looking for YOU!! Novum, a leading U.S.
clinical research company in the testing of new and
generic medications, has opened a NEW research
facility in Fargo, ND.
We are now recruiting for studies.

For more information:
Call: 1.877.58.NOVUM
Email: NovumFargo@novumprs.com
Visit: www.GoNovum.com
CALL TODAY!

For more information on Forager Farm or to sign up for a share,
visit foragerfarm.com or contact Hannah at hannah@foragerfarm.com
or 701-880-8223.

4801 Amber Valley Parkway, Fargo, ND 58104

Learn more at www.GoNovum.com
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Men’s basketball team split pair of nail biters at home
BY TURNER BLAUFUSS
blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

The MSUM men’s basketball
team had a two-game homestand
last weekend. They battled hard
in a 109-107 overtime loss to
the Upper Iowa Peacocks and a
buzzer-beating 82-80 win against
the Winona State Warriors.
The Dragons ran into trouble
Friday night in the first game,
with Jordan Riewer breaking his
hand in the first half of the Upper
Iowa game. The Dragon captain
has been essential to the team’s
success, but his teammates have
been helping fill the void.
“I’m really proud of our guys.
Obviously we’re missing our
captain, our leader and a big
part of our team, but I thought
our guys responded really well,”
head coach Chad Walthall said.
“Malik (Wood) has stepped into
a starting role and has been big
for us.”
In the overtime period, after
the Dragons couldn’t get a
shot off before the buzzer in
regulation, the game stayed the
same with both teams going back
and forth.
After Wood sank a pair of
free throws, Upper Iowa’s Joey
Woods drew a three-point play
with two and a half seconds
left to take the final lead. Wood
lead the Dragons with 25 points
in Riewer’s absence, and Tarell
Clark scored 16 points while
leading the rebounding effort
with 18.
The Saturday night game saw
another tight matchup with the
Dragons knocking off the No.

BEN GUMERINGER• gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Freshman guard Aaron Lien puts a shot up in the first half of the men’s game on Saturday. With two seconds remaining in the game, Lien hit the game winner
as the Dragons prevailed to beat NSIC leading Winona State on Saturday.

25 ranked Winona State off of
Aaron Lien’s baseline jumper
with two seconds left to put the
Dragons ahead 82-80.
“We just kind of tell our guys
you just got to play,” Walthall
said. “And Prescott (Williams)
made a great play getting it over
to Aaron (Lien), and the shot he
made, we call a ‘Spud Shot’,
because it’s mid-range and he’s
probably one of the best mid-

range players I’ve ever coached.
I’ll take it every time.”
Lien, a true freshman, paced the
Dragons all night with 18 points.
He was matched by sophomore
Tyler Vaughan’s 18. Both players
are young, but showed they don’t
shy away from a big moment in
crunch time, as Lien hit the game
winner, and Vaughan hit some
huge shots cutting the Warrior
lead down.

The Dragons found themselves
down nine at the half as they
couldn’t find an answer for the
Warriors’ shooting, especially
Winona State’s redshirt freshman
Riley Bambenek, who scored
19 of his 26 points to lead all
scorers.
“We hung in there, and all of
the sudden they started missing
some shots. I thought we handled
ourselves with great poise and

handled it very well,” Walthall
said. “(Bambanek) is really,
really good. I can’t recall, since
I’ve been in the league, someone
that young being that good.”
The Dragons return at 8 p.m.
on Friday to Nemzek Fieldhouse
play St. Cloud State in Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
action. The Dragons bring a 15-5
overall record and 10-1 home
record into Friday’s game.

Women’s basketball team sweep home games: 8-8 in NSIC
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

Two big wins over the weekend
brought the MSUM women’s
basketball team record to 8-8,
and they are still a contender in
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference.
The Dragons defeated Upper
Iowa on Friday with a 71-55
victory. Strong play from the
team’s three seniors sparked the
Dragons to the win in its first

home game since Jan. 11.
Senior forward Megan Strese led
the team with 19 points, followed
by senior forward Morgan Zabel
with 18 and senior guard Haley
Thomforde with 13 points.
The Dragons held on after a big
second half and a 14-0 run that
sealed the win.
The win brought the Dragons
record to 11-8 overall and 7-8 in
NSIC action.
Coming off the solid win, the
team faced Winona State on

Saturday in NSIC action. The
team fell behind early, but the
momentum shifted to the home
team’s side when they went on a
12-4 record.
The team had a strong second
half and prevailed for the 79-62
win. They improved their record
to 12-8 overall and 8-8 in NSIC
play.
Morgan Zabel reached a career
milestone scoring her 1,000th
point in the final minutes in the win
over Winona State. Zabel joined

teammate Megan Strese, who
earlier this year in scored 1,000
points in her career at MSUM.
Strese led the way for the team
in the win over Winona State with
20 points.
The team continues its
homestand this weekend as they
host St. Cloud State and Minnesota
Duluth in NSIC play. After
playing at St. Cloud and Duluth

two weeks ago, the Dragons came
out of Duluth with a win but fell
short in St. Cloud.
The rematch against St. Cloud
is at 6 p.m. on Friday at Nemzek
Fieldhouse.
What are your favorite Olympic
sports and events to watch?
Tweet @MSUMadvocate
#2014winterolympics

Wellness
is more
than just
exercise
Russell & Ann Gerdin
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Senior forward Morgan Zabel scores in the final two minutes of the Dragons game on Saturday. Zabel, with this basket
has scored 1,000 points while playing at MSUM. She is the 21st Dragon to achieve the milestone.

WELLNESSCENTER
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Track and field teams begin first season under new head coach
BY MEGHAN KEIM
keimme@mnstate.edu

A new track and field season
means something different to
everyone on the team this year. It can
either mean another chance, a better
time or a last hurrah. But for athletes
at MSUM it also means a new head
coach and a transition into a new
program. Whether it’s the last year of
eligibility or the first year of college,
competitors are in for an interesting
ride.
This year marks Darren
Schneider’s first year as head coach
at MSUM. He has coached at Texas
A&M, University of WisconsinWhitewater and University of
Wisconsin- Plateville.
Schneider has been a head coach
for around 17 years and has been
very successful in the past. He is
excited about his first season here
and states that “improving a program
is very enjoyable.”
With an improving program the
season is full of opportunities and
development.
Opportunity in Moorhead is one
of the many reasons why Schneider
moved his family up from Texas
this season. Though he had been
coaching larger scale programs in
the past, he believes that MSUM
has “potential to have a very good
program,” and notes that his family
will benefit from the opportunities
that lie here.
It is Schneider’s first year coaching
at MSUM, and he explains that he is
an “optimistic person and believes
the season will be a challenge but
ultimately will be a great success.”
Keeping the eye on the prize
is a way of motivating athletes,
but according to Schneider’s new

program the athletes are actually the
motivators.
Mallory Stier, a senior thrower
and captain on the team, likes
the changes in the program. She
explains that Schneider is “very into
captains being motivators which is
very different from last year, but now
it’s more student centered.”
Being a captain for two straight
years, Stier has a good view on how
the seasons are different.
Stier said the transition between
coaches was “rough at first because
her teammates weren’t entirely
confident in the new coaching
situation” but now everything is “so
much better.”
There have been many changes
from the previous season, and the
coaching staff is only one of them.
Stier comments on all of the
changes Schneider has made,
including new uniforms and warmups, but the strengths and weaknesses
of the team have changed, too. Stier
and Schneider both agree that the
greatest change has been in the form
of the dynamics on the team.
Stier said that the women’s team
“struggles with some drama” but
explains that it is mostly because
“the team has gained a lot of new
girls and is now a very young team,”
so she is ultimately okay dealing
with the drama because of the new
talent.
Coach Schneider agrees with Stier
on the talent on the women’s side
but has a different look for the men’s
team.
The men’s and women’s teams
are similar but have some key
differences. While the women’s team
is very young and talented, the men’s
team is simply struggling because,
according to Schneider, “they lost a

Upcoming Dragon events:

Tuesday, Feb. 4
• Wrestling: 7 p.m. vs. Concordia-Moorhead, 		
Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
Thursday, Feb. 6
• Wrestling: 7 p.m. vs. Minot State, Nemzek Fieldhouse
• Swimming and diving: 9:30 a.m. @ NSIC 		
Championships, Rochester
Friday, Feb. 7
• Dragon Fire: Go Pink with the Dragons at the
basketball games
• Women’s basketball:
6 p.m. vs. St. Cloud State, Nemzek Fieldhouse
• Tennis: 7 p.m. vs. College of Saint Benedict, Fargo
• Men’s basketball:
8 p.m. vs. St. Cloud State, Nemzek Fieldhouse
• Swimming and diving: 9:30 a.m. @ NSIC 		
Championships, Rochester
• Track and Field: @ Thundering Herd Classic, Fargo
• Track and Field: @ Frank Sevigne Husker Invitational,
Lincoln, Neb.
Saturday, Feb. 8
• Tennis: 1 p.m. vs. Minnesota Duluth, Fargo
• Women’s basketball:
4 p.m. vs. Minnesota Duluth, Nemzek Fieldhouse
• Men’s basketball:
6 p.m. vs. Minnesota Duluth, Nemzek Fieldhouse
• Track and Field: @ Thundering Herd Classic, Fargo
• Track and Field: @ Frank Sevigne Husker Invitational,
Lincoln, Neb.
• Swimming and diving: 9:30 a.m. @ NSIC 		
Championships, Rochester
Sunday, Feb. 9
• Tennis: 9 a.m. vs. Minnesota Crookston, Fargo
• Swimming and diving: 9:30 a.m. @ NSIC 		
Championships, Rochester

lot of key members.”
He comments about how young
the team is but is positive that
“everyone will be contributing to
find success.”
Schneider knows that all 60-70
individuals are unique but has high
expectations to how the season will
go this year.
Schneider is not the only one
with high expectations for the new
season. Stier explains that she is
“very excited about the season and
has hopes to make it to nationals
this year.” Stier talks about how she
simply hopes to enjoy the ride of the
season and is excited to see where it
takes them.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams competed at the Concordia
Duals on Saturday.
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Sophomore pole vaulter Sarah Knight competes for the Dragons at the Cobber
Duals.

My one reason?

To pay for
books and
tuition.
You only need
one reason to
donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a
difference for patients and help you earn extra money.

As a new donor, you can earn
up to $175 in just three donations.*
- Return donors earn $75 this week.*
- Refer a friend and receive a $50 buddy bonus.*
*Fee and bonus offers end on 9/30/13

Donate today at:
Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
Right behind the Starbucks on 8th St

(218) 287-2700
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must
provide a valid photo I.D., proof of your current address
and your Social Security or immigration card to donate.
Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

grifolsplasma.com
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Students take responsibility for learning

Groundhog Day
It is true. Groundhog Punxsutawney
Phil saw his shadow on Feb. 2,
signifying six more weeks of winter.
However, living in the frozen
tundra for a winter or two has taught
Midwesterners this can’t be true. We
would be grateful for only six more
weeks of winter.
So, if there’s one thing to learn
about harsh winds, piles on top of
piles of snow and icy roads, it is that
it’s going to last at least until April.
Do not be fooled by Phil. Instead,
prepare yourself for more cold, snow
and ice, and find something to do in
this almost-unbearable weather.
It’s easy to stay indoors in the
comfort of a heated apartment or
house. It’s harder and perhaps more
enjoyable to challenge oneself to
spend more time outside.
Cross-country skiing, ice fishing,
snowshoeing, building a snowman
and ice skating are all viable options
for spending time outside. If the
proper clothing is worn, it can be a
great opportunity to get moving and
hang out with friends.
If you figure out ways to enjoy
winter, it doesn’t have to be too bad.
The opinions expressed in The
Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to
the editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations. Letters
are due by 5 p.m. Friday and can be
sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off
in The Advocate office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

MAGGIE OLSON
olsonmag@mnstate.edu

On the first day of class, one of my
professors announced an extremely
modest amount of homework
would be required for their course.
Collectively, my class breathed an
audible sigh of relief.
Then we all laughed
aloud,
professor
included, and looked
at each other with the
same general thought,
“I’m glad there won’t
be much homework.”
Later, I felt ashamed
of myself. The course
was in my major. Why
should I feel glad about not doing
work that will help me prepare for
my career?
I think most of us have taken
a Dragon Core/LASC class that
occasionally felt irrelevant to our
interests or area of study. We may
have thought, “I will never use this
information.” Maybe those thoughts
were true.

There I was, sitting in a class
that was in my major, in my area
of interest, learning material I will
almost certainly be required to teach
at some point in my career, and I was
thrilled to find I was “getting out of”
doing homework.
Teachers across America opine
about the apparent disinterest of
students. Many have speculated
that the “No Child Left Behind”
generation is more concerned with
passing classes than engaging in
them.
Our intellectual curiosity has been
squashed by standardized tests that
require us to regurgitate just enough
information to proceed to the next
grade. As a result, we are taught to
be goal-oriented instead of learningoriented.

with a Bachelor’s degree this year.
In order to reverse this trend, we
must think about more than getting
through college and getting a job.
We must think about what it takes to
be truly good at whatever we do. I
think the best way to start is by being
engaged in the classroom.
Teachers are not responsible for our
education. Teachers are responsible
for teaching. Students are responsible
for learning. What we do with what
we learn is up to us, too.
We are learning the skills we
need for our careers, but we are
also learning things that will help us
contribute to society in a meaningful
way.
Education is not just preparation for
making money. Life does not need to
be about making money. We need to
value ideas
because
they
are
interesting,
not simply
because
they
are
applicable.
We
need
to
create
a
culture
in which people want to read good
literature, are interested in science
research, etc. We need to be that
culture by engaging in our classrooms
and in the world around us.
We can talk about education
reform, but if we are to have any
hope as a country, that reform must
come from students as well as the
government.

“Our intellectual curiosity has been
squashed by standardized tests that require
us to regurgitate just enough information to
proceed to the next grade.”
Being excessively goal-oriented
leads to a “just get through” attitude.
Just get through this day in class, this
assignment, this course, this college
education. Next thing you know,
your 2.1 GPA has allowed you to
get a Bachelor’s degree, but it has
not given you anything to set you
apart from the 3-4 million other U.S.
college students who will graduate

Professors should not require attendance

MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettma@mnstate.edu

When I came to college, I thought
that it was going to be nothing like
high school.
Yes, I’d still be
taking classes and
doing
homework,
but
with
more
independence.
No one would be
prodding me to do
my homework or
even making sure I
got up in the morning to go to class.
While both these things were
true, one thing I never expected to
encounter in college has become a
norm for all my classes: requiring
attendance and giving points for it.
I’ve heard stories from relatives
and even past teachers about how

they only showed up to class for
the midterm and and the final, and
the professor didn’t object. I realize
showing up to class is basically
one easy way to boost grades, and
I appreciate that professors care
about having students succeed, but
I am an adult now.
There is no employer that is going
to offer a bonus to employees for
showing up when they are already
scheduled to work. Similarly, it
makes just as little sense to require
students to come to class and award
them points for it when they pay for
the class regardless of whether they
are there.
As I said before, I am an adult.

to catch up.
If students choose to not come
to class and are able to pass, more
power to them. Why should they
spend valuable time in a classroom
when they are capable of meeting
the requirements without being
there?
If they choose not to come and
they fail, maybe a life lesson could
be learned. If tuition costs or the
threat of failing a class is not
enough to bring students to class,
then requiring attendance is not
going to do it either.
Having an attendance policy in
college is ridiculous. Students in
college should want to be in class
if they decided
to spend the
extra
money
to further their
educations.
Failing a class
is a powerful
lesson.
Professors
should
stop
holding their students’ hands and let
them face the consequences of their
decisions, whether they are good or
bad.
College should be a place of
learning, not just of the curriculum
in the classroom, but also of
situations in adult life.

“If tuition costs or the threat of failing
a class is not enough to bring students to
class, then requiring attendance is not going
to do it either.”

Interested in being a columist? or a cartoonist?
The Advocate wants you!
Contact Jessica at
jaspersoje@mnstate.edu

My classmates are adults. We can
make our own decisions. I am not
one to skip class, but every once
and a while I’d like to be able to
take a day without being penalized.
There are some classes that post
everything online, so while missing
a day is never good, it is very easy
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Sour beers are on the rise

ANDREW DEKREY
dekreyan@mnstate.edu

More and more beer lovers are
discovering a previously semi-rare style
of brew - sour beer.
For those who may not have heard of
this growing interest, the concept usually
sounds off-putting. One may think it will
taste similar to the Fat Tire that has been
on their roommate’s night stand since last
weekend. A rotten sour flavor comes to
mind. However, a better mindset would
be to think of it as a tart candy.
A milder, sour beer will be slightly
sweet and barely tickle the edges of your
tongue. You may not even notice it at
first and need to look closer for the sour
to even detect it. On the opposite end of

the spectrum, there are sours that will
punch your palate and make you pucker
something awful.
Sour beers originated in Belgium and
can range in color, flavor and aroma. The
differences between traditional Belgian
sours can be explained by their region or
origin. Others are identified by how they
are brewed.
For example, a Flanders red ale will
originate in West Flanders, Belgium.
Another style, called a Gueze, is
characterized by its blending of young
and old Lambics, then aged for several
years. This excessive and lengthy brewing
process is not unique to the Gueze. Sours
are generally difficult to produce and often
take years before they reach maturity.
I am always reminded of this story
when I think of sour beers. During my
employment at JL Beers, we tapped
a keg of beer called the Duchesse De
Bourgogne. This is one of my favorite
sours. I remember there was a customer
who really wanted to try something new
and crazy. She mentioned she only drank
lagers, so I was hesitant to give her
anything too crazy.
After bringing her a few bold samples,
she still insisted she wasn’t wowed enough
yet. That is when I knew she needed to
try a sour. Needless to say she absolutely

loved it. It was hard for her to accept that
this flavor could come from a beer, which
is totally understandable.
I remember being shocked tasting my
first sour. The moral of the story is that
even a person who is beginning to taste
these abstract beers need not be warmed
up to them.
If this gem of a beer interests you, I
have included a full description of the
Duchesse located at the end of this article.
I also think certain sours, like a
Framboise Lambic, would appeal to
wine and cider drinkers. The acidity
and carbonation of the Lambic closely
resemble a wine or cider. The grain,
hop and barley taste people expect to be
in every beer is well hidden in a sour.
It would be easy to fool someone into
thinking this beer was a type of wine or
cider.
In addition, many Lambics are fruit
flavored which adds more fruit complexity
and unique character. I included a full
description of the Framboise at the bottom
of the article.
Sour beers are truly something special.
It is no understatement when I refer to
them as world class beers. If these sound
interesting to you, I encourage you to give
them a try. The price points generally
range from $8.50 to $15 for a pint and

nine ounce bottle (which is referred to as
a bomber).
The brewery’s website describes the
Duchesse De Bourgogne as “ ... an ale of
mixed fermentation. It is a sweet-fruity
ale with a pleasant fresh aftertaste. This
ale is brewed with roasted malts and
with hops with a low bitterness. After
the main fermentation and the lagering,
the “Duchesse de Bourgogne” matures
further for many months in oak casks. The
tannins in the oak give the “Duchesse de
Bourgogne” its fruity character.”
The website for Lindeman’s Framboise
describes it as follows: “Long before hops
were common in most beers, various
fruits and vegetables were used to season
beers. The acidity of Lambic beers blends
perfectly with raspberries.”
This rose colored raspberry Lambic
pairs well with chocolate desserts, fresh
raspberries, baked Alaska, cavier and
Olumpia oysters.
Notable sours that can be found in
the Fargo-Moorhead area include: the
Duchesse De Bourgogne, Rodenbach
Grand Cru, New Belgium La Follie,
Goose Island Lolita and St. Louis Gueuze
Fond Tradition.
The next time you feel like treating
yourself, treat yourself to a world-class
sour.

Winter Olympics: An opportunity to watch, make history

BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

Less than 48 hours from now the 2014
winter Olympics will be underway in
Sochi, Russia.
For the next three weeks, the world’s eyes
will be on Sochi. It will be a time when the
greatest athletes put all their hard work and
dedication on the line for a chance at gold.
Yes, the Olympics happen every other
year. However, it is a time when athletes
give everything they have for their country
and want to be remembered as a part of
history.
When I look back at the Olympics, there
are moments that stick out in my mind and
will forever be remembered as iconic.

From the “Miracle on Ice” to watching
Nancy Kerrigan come back from a knee
injury to win the silver medal; these are the
moments that stick with me and make me
proud to be cheering for the athletes that
give their best in a chance for glory.
Some athletes work their whole lives for
one opportunity to make it to the Olympics.
They constantly train and prepare for the
single opportunity to represent their country
on one of the biggest stages throughout all
of sports.
Yes, they make a choice to compete and
do this, but do they not deserve our support
when they are out giving everything they
have to achieve success?
Watching the Olympics is watching
history to me, and I am proud to say that
I will be watching every moment I can of
these winter Olympic games. While some
may be missing their favorite primetime
shows, others like me will be watching to
see what history is made in Sochi.
The Olympics have always been a family
event for me, and I remember watching them
as a little kid with my parents and dreaming
that I would compete in the Olympics one
day. I admire the athletes that compete hard
day in and day out to represent their country
and to be a part of something greater than
themselves.

There has been a lot of buzz surrounding
the 2014 Olympics and there are a lot of
questions being asked. Is Sochi safe? How
will LGBT athletes be treated? Will history
be made? Who will attend the games
representing their countries?
All are valid questions. Yes, there
are concerns about what will happen, if
anything will happen at all. Yes, security is
a major concern for IOC in Sochi, but they
are taking the necessary steps to protect
all the athletes and those who attend the
Olympic games.
In July, Russian President Vladimir Putin
signed a law that bans “gay propaganda”
accessible to minors. Olympic athletes to
leaders from around the world have asked
for the repeal of these laws.
There have been protests, and activists
and groups have asked for the repeal of
the law. This is 2014, and people should
be able to go wherever they want and feel
comfortable.
Some of these athletes have given their
whole lives for this one moment, and they
should be respected and admired for what
they are doing.
I don’t believe anyone else should be
allowed to judge someone for who they
are because, after all, we are all individuals
who are unique and should be respected for

who we are.
Will history be made? Absolutely. These
Olympic games aren’t going to happen
again. We need to take this opportunity to
come together and cheer on the athletes that
represent our countries.
Take a few moments, and search the
Internet for the athletes that are competing.
A lot of them have incredible stories of how
they got to the Olympics. While it may seem
like the Olympics will last a long time, they
will be over before we know it. How do you
want to remember them?
Do you want to remember them by
actually watching the games and talking
about them with your friends, classmates
and family? Or do you want to remember
them by not knowing what happened?
Yes, we all make choices, and I’m not
here to force you to watch the Olympics.
My hope is that you will take the time
to enjoy the Olympics, and be proud of
the athletes that are representing your
respective countries.
The countdown has been on since the
conclusion of the 2012 summer Olympic
games in London. The moment is here, and
history will be made.
The world will be coming together
for three weeks for an event that will be
remembered for years to come.

I can handle my own

CHRISTINA PERLEBERG
perleberch@mnstate.edu

A few weeks ago, I was at the
Moorhead Menards picking up kitchen
backsplash tiles for my aunt. The tiles

weighed probably 50 pounds, and I was
by myself to pick them up.
The young man that helped me in the
stockroom made many comments like,
“Are you sure you got it?” “You know
those are heavy, right?” I carried the tiles
myself after telling him, “Yes, I am sure
I have it. Thanks.”
This week, my boyfriend and I
went grocery shopping. It was minus
17 degrees outside, and extremely
unbearable for more than 30 seconds. To
save time for the both of us, I grabbed
all the groceries and told him to get the
doors. If we both had groceries, fumbling
for keys in the cold would have taken
longer than we wanted.
On our way in, another tenant came in
the door behind us. He made a comment

that truly irritated me. He said, “Oh,
you’re making her do all the work?”
This could be seen as just a playful jest
to ease the awkwardness of running into
someone in the entry or an attempt at
small talk. I don’t think so.
This man, and the young man at
Menards, were solidifying the widely
held stereotype that women need
men to assist them with everything,
even something as simple as carrying
groceries up a few flights of stairs or
taking tiles out to their car.
Here’s the deal; I can handle myself,
and hopefully so can the women out
there reading this. I don’t need a man to
carry my groceries. If I lived alone I’d be
doing it, and no one would say anything.
It boils down to the gender socialization

that our society is so fond of placing on
women and men.
Men are strong, capable of hard work
and should handle all of the manual
labor while women shouldn’t lift a
finger because they’re not physically as
able. That is simply not the case in my
life, and I don’t need to stand around and
wait for a man to help me out.
Sometimes my boyfriend does carry
the groceries, but I would like to think
our relationship is based largely on
equality. He doesn’t tell me I need to
make him sandwiches because I’m a
woman, and I don’t tell him to dig my
car out of the snow just because he is a
man.
We are equal, and we treat each other
that way.
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Diversity conference creates leaders on campus
BY KAYLA VAN EPS
vanepskay@mnstate.edu

While working as a camp
counselor for Badlands Ministries,
Steven Mindermann simply gave
some advice to a camper who was
having a rough time being away at
camp. At the end of the week, the
camper approached Mindermann,
gave him a big hug, thanked him
and told him that he was a great
role model and a wonderful leader.
That was all it took to motivate
Mindermann to “keep being myself
and learn more about how to be a
better leader.”
Mindermann said when he started
college he didn't want anything to
do with leadership.
“I just wanted to go to school,
and get out.”
Instead
Mindermann,
an
anthropology junior, is now the
leadership coordinator for housing
and residential life. He coordinates
and promotes homecoming and
DragonFrost events to housing
students and helps co-advise the
Dahl-Ballard activities board.
His job is to bring programs into
housing and promote leadership
opportunities to campus residents.
“I feel like any student can
be a leader,” Mindermann said.
“It doesn’t matter what your
background is. It doesn't matter
who you are. You just need the
right tools and the right people to
guide you.”
Leadership on campus this year
Mindermann’s
leadership
experience has presented him with
a much larger leadership task.
What started as a “one tiny seed of
an idea” has turned into an entire
leadership conference over a period

Steve Mindermann

of just three months.
Mindermann presented the idea
to Troy Williams, Dahl-Ballard
area director, and the pair decided
to develop a leadership conference
open to the whole campus.
“The idea is students can come
and listen to presenters talk about
leadership experiences, and
then at the end, we will have a
leadership fair,” Mindermann
said. “(Students) go straight from
learning leadership to seeing what
leadership opportunities are on
campus and becoming a leader.”
The keynote speaker at the
conference is Greg Tehven, a
co-founder of Students Today,
Leaders Forever, a leadership
program that implements an annual
pay it forward tour, travels across
the country for high school and
college STLF groups. Tehven was
also the curator for the TEDxFargo
event held in August and is an
adjunct professor at Concordia.
Mindermann and Williams
decided on Tehven because of his
extensive leadership history.
“He’s (Tehven) not that old … and
he created this huge STLF program,
which is nation-wide. It’s huge
because it shows that any student
on campus can do something like
that.” Mindermann said.

The Gateway to Leadership
Conference is on Feb. 10 at 7:15
p.m. in the CMU ballroom. Along
with the keynote speaker, there
are two sets of break-out sessions
where student leaders and faculty
will be giving presentations on
different types of leadership and a
leadership fair.
Mindermann and Williams
chose the presenters from a list of
proposals sent in by faculty and
student leaders across campus. A
few topics of the breakout sessions
include: putting leadership on your
resume, being an ethical leader,
color personality, leadership and
time management and what are
qualities of a good -- or bad -leader.
The leadership fair gives students
an opportunity to learn about the
different leadership roles they can
participate in.
Leadership across the country
Holly Hoeschen is one of the
leaders in the MSUM STLF
chapter. One of her reasons for
choosing MSUM was because of
the active STLF chapter on campus.
The pay it forward tour, hosted
by STLF, is a trip over spring break.
Students travel across the country,
stopping at five different cities to
complete one-day-long service
projects. The group continues on
to their final destination city where
they meet with other groups to
complete a large service project.
“This year’s trip is to Salt Lake
City, and there will be five stops
for service projects along the way,”
Hoeschen said. “We do this pattern
of leaving your handprint across the
country.”
On her first pay it forward tour,
Hoeschen helped to clean the

heavily-polluted Potomac River in
their final destination Washington
DC.
“We cleaned a half mile of this
river,” Hoeschen said. “There were
150 tires in just the half mile we
cleaned … there was more stuff
than water.”
The service projects improve
leadership through giving back to
communities and inspiring others
to do good things and “pay it
forward.”
“Leadership is so different for
every single person,” Hoeschen
said. “That’s my favorite part about
it. The moment you decide to be a
leader, you’re a leader.”
Creating leadership opportunities
on campus
The Office of Student Activities
offers many opportunities for
students to hone their leadership
skills.
Becky Jones is the assistant
director of activities and greek
life. She coordinates the Dragon
Leadership Program, which fosters
leadership skills through a three-

phase program that includes
learning about yourself, learning
about collaboration and learning to
create change.
“My personal philosophy is
that everybody is a leader,” Boyle
said. “Everyone had that kind of
innate ability to be able to work
effectively with others to lead a
group, organization or a team. A
lot of what we (Dragon Leadership
Program) are doing is helping
people refine the skills and abilities
they already have.”
The dragon leadership program
pairs the student with a faculty
adviser to complete the three phases
of the program. Once the student
completes the program, which
Jones says usually takes about
two years, but can be completed
in more or less time depending
on how the student wants to pace
it, the student receives two letters
of recommendation citing their
leadership skills to use for future
internship and job applications.
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Dragon leaders sorting wood at a Habitat for
Humanity ReStore

submitted photo

International student overcomes stereotypes in the U.S.
BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

Fitting in can be hard enough
for any student coming to college,
but for international students the
challenge is heightened to a new
level. Not only do international
students have to adjust to a new
culture, way of living and social
life, but they also have to “find
themselves again,” as Noor
Alorman, broadcast journalism
senior, put it.
Alorman, who has become
a respected student at MSUM,
is involved with a wide variety
of activities which eventually led
her to be nominated and crowned
as homecoming queen this last
September. While she acknowledges
becoming homecoming queen as an
accomplishment, it isn’t her biggest.
“My (biggest) accomplishment is
not caring about what people think
of me, and finding and evolving
my own personality,” Alorman said.
She also credits becoming a student
senator as one of her achievements.
“I love it because I get to actually do
what I want and help people.”
One of her biggest struggles
coming to the U.S. as an Arab and
Muslim was the stereotypes.
“There still is a stereotype here,
even at MSUM,” she said. “At first
it was hard because no one else was
supporting me, and it really just hurt
to not be accepted.”
She says that this stereotype
has followed her everywhere in
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the U.S., and while some people
don’t even realize she is Arab, she
feels like she has overcome the
stereotype and hopes people in the
future won’t instantaneously judge
people in a negative light because
of where they are from.
Alorman first came to the U.S.
with her brother, when she was
only 17, she skipped her senior
year and studied at a community
college in Virginia. She said this
was especially hard because all of
her friends were still together and
finishing their senior year. After
getting her generals out of the
way, she and her bother decided
to start looking for more focused
universities. Alorman, who has
a love for broadcast journalism,
found MSUM for its Mass
Communications Department.
The two moved, applied and were
accepted shortly after.
One thing that Alorman still

struggles with is finding her true
identity. While she is a Palestinian,
she spent most of her life in Qatar
and has a Jordanian passport.
However, she was born in the
United Arab Emirates. She said,
“When people ask me where I’m
from, I usually just say um . . . I’m
Arab or something.”
While Alorman identifies as an
Arab and a Muslim she says, “she
definitely isn’t a ‘good’ Muslim,”
as she does not always follow
every tradition of Muslim women.
“I want to do what I want. I
want to experience things. I want
to go dancing and show my hair.
Eventually I may change, but for
now I want to do the things I want
and express myself,” she said.
Her first night at MSUM was
“very interesting” as she put it.
Alorman had to change rooms
three times in one night and didn’t
know anyone. Since she is a very
outgoing person, she did not think
it would be that hard to make
friends, but she quickly realized it
was a lot harder than she thought.
“Most of my friends are
international students,” Alorman
said. “I feel like it is something
both sides (U.S and international
students) need to work on to
be more open and outgoing to
really talk to each other. There
are several groups or cliques here,
and it’s something we all could
change.”
Alorman’s goal in life is to help
people, though she has “no clue”
what she wants to do after she

graduates in May, she has thought
about broadcasting for the Army.
Her goal is to show and work with
a new perspective and to get “the
entire side of the story.” She also
likes the idea of travel journalism.
She says she is a journalist who
doesn’t like the news typically
because, “it seems so emotionless.”

This May Alorman will
graduate with a B.S. in Mass
Communications with an emphasis
in broadcast journalism and minors
in advertising and public relations.
When it comes to MSUM, Alorman
said despite the cold weather she
loves it here; she loves the student’s
dedication and being a Dragon.

Mental Health and
Substance Abuse
Help for All Ages
There is help and hope
for those dealing with
untreated mental illness
and substance abuse.

701.476.7216 | prairie-stjohns.com | Fargo, ND
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Compass finds its direction back to campus

BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu
Many students have noticed that what used to be the Compass is currently under construction, but the goal, set by the associate director of Student Union
Layne Anderson, is to have the new store open after Spring Break.

News
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What is leadership?
Some people are intimidated by
the word ‘leadership.’ It means
different things to different people,
but it’s more than just standing up
and leading.
Hoeschen defines leadership
as being responsible for actions,
showing care to others and
showing a desire to want to better
society for others.
“It’s also about recognizing
that you have the skills to help
other people, to want to help other
people,” Hoeschen said. “Service
gives you humility, and I think
that is a very valuable asset.”
Jones defined leadership as
possessing many qualities, such
as effective oral and written
communication,
working
effectively in a team and being an
ethical person.
“Holding yourself accountable
and being accountable for others
and following through when you
commit to something and being
honest are all qualities I look for in
a good leader,” Jones said.
Jones pointed out that the
Gateway to Leadership conference
is free, and encourages all students
to attend.
“There are professionals
who pay hundreds of dollars
in registration fees to attend
conferences like this. To see a
speaker like Greg Tehven and be
able to attend all the sessions is a
great opportunity,” Jones said.

Power and Diversity Leadership conference meets objective
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

This weekend a group of
students from the Office of
Diversity and Inclusion took
a break from their everyday
routine to share a weekend
of workshops and keynote
speakers designed to help them
grow, not only as individuals,
but as citizens of the world as
well.
Filling St. Cloud State
University with over 500
students and faculty from
MnSCU schools and other

universities in the region, The
Power in Diversity Leadership
Conference, celebrated its
fifth year this January, with
the theme “Today’s vision:
Tomorrow’s reality.”
According
to
the
conference’s website, the
purpose of the conference is
to “offer opportunities for
personal growth and leadership
development to college students
of color and underrepresented
students.”
According to Tyler McCarty,
early childhood education
junior, the conference was
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successful in meeting those
goals.
Although McCarty is a
Caucasian female and doesn’t
necessarily consider herself an
“underrepresented student,”
she still found value in learning
about the hardships others
have faced; saying one of the
most inspirational parts of the
conference was the keynote
speakers.
The conference definitely did
not lack in that area. Featuring
speakers such as Laverne Cox,
a male to female transgender
actress from “Orange is the
New Black,” and Consuelo
Castillo Kickbush, a retired
Army Lieutenant Colonel, the
conference offered inspiration
from and for all types of people.
McCarty has worked for
and had great involvement in
the Office of Diversity and
Inclusion since Fall 2012 and
is thankful for the opportunity

to make the trip to St. Cloud,
as she hasn’t been able to do
anything like this before.
“It was inspiring to hear all
the keynote speakers talk about
what they went through and
the hardships they faced, yet
they still achieved their goals
and dreams,” McCarty said. “It
gives me hope.”
McCarthy is excited to be
able to use what she learned
at the conference in her future
endeavors as a student and
eventually as a teacher.
“By working hard and staying
positive, I can do the same
thing (as the speakers) as well
as educate others on how they
can do the same,” she said.
Not only did the conference
offer speakers of wide
variety, but students also had
the opportunity to attend a
number of workshops, a job
and internship fair, and various
social events including a

variety show.
“The variety show was fun
to watch,” McCarty said.
“Our very own Mic Jordan
preformed, and I personally
find him very talented. It was
great watching all these people
from different schools with
different cultures preform a
talent that was unique to them.”
According to the conference’s
website,
the
workshops
were designed to enlighten
students about subjects in four
categories: charting the future,
financial literacy, navigating
college and activism and
community engagement. Those
in attendance could choose
workshops that captured their
interest.
The conference was also
great for networking with
fellow students and faculty
with similar interests. While it
was fun packed, it was also a
very serious event.
“It was very professional,”
McCarty said.
According to McCarty, it was
easy to make new friends in the
environment.
“There were two girls I spent
most of the time with,” she
said.
Coming back to MSUM with
not only new friends, but also
new insight to share with her
fellow Dragons, McCarty is
ready to make a difference on
campus, in the future and in her
daily life.
“I loved the conference,”
she said. “It reminded me that
I have the power to make a
difference in the world.”
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Get to know your student senators

Adam Lyon, arts/humanities senator
Fun Fact: Has 11 siblings

Derek Davis, graduate studies senator
Fun Fact: Published a book last month

Adam Redman, off-campus senator
Fun Fact: The Grand Scribe Of Kappa
Sigma

Brandon Solberg, off-campus senator
Fun Fact: Cooks really well and enjoys
it. His specialty is Italian dishes

Go Pink with the Dragons this weekend

The seventh annual Go Pink with the Dragons basketball game will be on
Friday, Feb. 7 when MSUM hosts St. Cloud State. Throughout the week there
will be a number of events taking place around campus. Students will have the
opportunity to sign up to be bone marrow donors during the week. There will be
a table in the CMU on Tuesday from 12-2 p.m., Wednesday 10:30 a.m. -12:30
p.m., Thursday 5-9 p.m. in the CMU Ballroom and 9-11 in Nemzek Hall and
Friday 5-9 p.m. in Nemzek Hall.
On Thursday there will be a Sanford Health Educational Presentation called
Bone Marrow Transplant 101 that will have a leukemia survivor, a bone marrow
donor, a doctor from Sanford Health and a bone marrow donor and MSUM
professor.
On Friday, the first 150 people at the basketball games will receive a free pink

pompom and the F-M Acro Lites and Acro II teams will perform at halftime of
the men’s and women’s games.
A bake sale will be held at the basketball games on Saturday in Nemzek 113.
All proceeds will go to the Go Pink scholarship fund.
The basketball games on Friday will be televised on WDAY 6.3 and on
Midcontinent channel 596.
The women will also wear pink jerseys during the game on Friday. At halftime
the Go Pink scholarships will be awarded.
Go Pink T-shirts will be sold for $10 at the MSUM bookstore, career center,
athletic department and bone marrow registry varying times throughout the week.
Go Pink news courtesy of Dragon Athletics

LAW PANEL, FROM FRONT
account the time it takes to
get the required amount of
recommendation letters and
take the LSAT or GRE tests
before the application deadline.
Jena added it is a good idea to
take tests as soon as possible to
allow for retaking if the score is
not what the student was hoping
to get.
Bolduc recommended taking
the deadlines for the prospective
schools
and
subtracting
three to four months to have
adequate time to submit a good
application.
“The higher the standards,
the earlier you should start
the process,” Gompf said. He
added that though some schools
do allow applications to be
submitted to a late selection
deadline, it is always better to
be in the early selection because
late selection applications
must appear more attractive to
admissions officers than ones
submitted to early selection.
How do students make their
applications stand out from all
the rest? All four panelists had
good insight. Bolduc said that
having recommendation letters
that show the student had a
personal relationship with the
professor is a key part of a good
application. “Knowing your
professors allows them to write
about you, not a generic letter,”
Bolduc stated.
Jena commented on the
importance of work experience
during undergraduate years.

Having something to show,
or a recommendation from an
employer is very helpful for
boosting an application, she
said.
Joseph simply said that
being involved was attractive
to schools. “Don’t be boring.
Work, volunteer, reflect on what
you’re doing. Read something
other than your textbooks,” he
said.
An obvious, yet very important
point Gompf brought up was
being able to communicate well.
Most applications require a
personal statement. The most
stressed pointer about this piece
of the application was “edit,
edit, edit,” as Joseph summed up
neatly. He added his four steps

for writing the best personal
statement possible. He also said
that finding someone to read
it who will be blunt is the best
way to improve the writing.
No one on the panel could
definitively say what part of the
application is the most heavily
considered by admissions
officers, but Bolduc stressed
that the universities are looking
for “students who are going to
be successful and reflect well
on the school.”
Sometimes, the hardest part
of the graduate and law school
application process is simply
deciding witch schools to apply
to. The choice can be easy if
there is a specific professor
that an applicant wants to study

with, but not everyone knows
of a particular professor that
shares his or her academic
interests.
Gompf suggested “picking a
school that is a little above
reach ... Pick a ‘safety’ school
and maybe a few in between.”
Joseph suggested getting
in contact with students who
currently attend or graduated
from the university of interest.
Jena agreed and added that
doing campus visits is a great
way to get a feel for the campus
and the area in general. She
said she was offered travel
vouchers to go see many of the
schools she was interested in
attending
Though the funding and

scholarship
situation
is
different between graduate
school and law school, all
four panelists agreed that the
amount of money available to
those looking to further their
education is not lacking, but
it might take some time to
research and find it.
Bolduc shared, “I’ve dropped
out of college twice, and now
I have a PhD.” All agreed that
furthering a degree is something
anyone can do if they have the
determination.
All four panelists encouraged
students to contact them with
any further questions.
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